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LEARNING   TO   WRITE3
Writing is not as natural an activity as walking. It must
be learned. Moreover, it is not entirely a motor ability but
involves the higher thought processes as well as muscular co-
ordination. The child has to perceive the copy clearly; he
must have sufficient motor co-ordination to make the strokes
necessary in forming the letters; he must be able critically
to compare his attempt with the copy, and note and correct
errors. Finally, he must remember the letter forms when he
has no copy at hand. His writing must, first of all, be legible,
and, secondly, as rapid as the exigencies of his life demand.
Readiness for Writing. — In teaching primary children to
write the teacher should recognize the fact that the children
have had widely varying amounts of pre-writing experience.
Some have scribbled to their hearts' content and through
keen self-criticism and a little help from their parents have
taught themselves to write their names with ease, accuracy,
and speed. Others have been told how to write their names,
but have been given little practice in doing so. Still others
may have already acquired a dislike or sense of failure in
regard to writing because of unintelligent criticism of their
early efforts. Accordingly, the teacher should first ascertain
a child's present stage of interest and proficiency in writing
and begin instruction at that point.
What Can the Teacher Do to Help a Child Learn to
Write? — First of all, the teacher should wait until the child
is ready to write; that is, until he has sufficient motor co-
ordination and intelligence to succeed. Rapid progress in
writing is usually not made before a child has reached a
mental age of about seven years. This general estimate, of
course, is modified by conditions, including methods of
instruction.
When the child has reached a stage of maturity conducive
to learning to write, the next step for the teacher to take is
to watch for and encourage any evidences of the child's
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